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                 Part C: Grammar (25 Marks) 

                 9. Read the text below and fill in the gaps with the root word in the brackets adding suitable suffix,                 

                     prefix or both.                                                                                                                  .5x10=5   

                                                                                                                                                                  

(a) _____(literacy) is a curse. For having (b) ______ (adequate) institutions, all citizens of our         

country  do not get proper (c) _________ (educate) As a result they remain ignorant about nutrition, 

sanitation, technology etc. and so they suffer from (d) _____(nutrition) and many other 

problems, The government should take some steps to (e) _____(move) this problem because (f) 

_____ (improve) is (g) _____ (possible) keeping most of the people (h) _____(literate) . 

Ignorant people do not know how to use (i) ____(science) method in their (j) ____ (respect) 

fields.  

 



 

 

             10. Fill in the gaps in the following text with appropriate articles (a, an or the). Put a cross (x) where    

                   no article is used.                                                                                                          .5x10=5 

                                                                                                                                        

                   Once upon a time, a dove and (a) ___ bat were very good friends. One day (b)___ two friends    

                   decided to set out on (c) ____ journey. They flew over (d) ____rivers and (e) ____hills and   

                   came to a big jungle. Both the friends were very tired, they needed to sit, down and take (f)  

                   ____rest. Soon night fell and it was (g) ____dark all around. (h) ____ storm rose. It started to   

                   rain heavily. The dove and (i) ____bat started to look for (j) ____ shelter.  

    

           11. Read the following sentences as directed in the brackets. Ix5=5 

                (a) Isn't Kazi Nazrul Islam a great poet in Bengali literature?(Affirmative)  
                (b) He is a rebel poet. (Exclamatory) 

                 (c) He was born in a poor family. (Negative) 

                    (d) His poverty could not destroy his creative talent. (Passive) 

              (e) His writings are very encouraging. (Interrogative) 

  
             12. Rewrite the following passage changing the form of speech. 5 

         The traveller said to the peasant, "Can you tell me the way to the nearest inn?" The peasant        

         said,  "Yes, do you want one in which you can spend the night?" The traveller said, "I do    

         not wish to stay here, but I only want a meal."  



 

 

       13. Use capital letters and punctuation marks as needed in the following passage.       .5x10=5  
             whats your programme after the examination asked sadia joya said ive not yet decided can you 

suggest any lets go on a picnic said sadia what an excellent idea i shall certainly join you said joya 
 
 
 
            Write a paragraph on ‘Arsenic Poisoning’ 


